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Set – Side table
Design by Marc Thorpe
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LA MANUFACTURE

‘Set’ was designed as a convenient serving
table easy to move around the home. It is a great
example of the ‘relational design’ philosophy that
Marc Thorpe so fondly advocates. To him, “the
serving table only exists by virtue of its physical
interactivity and its dialogue with space and users.”
Crafted entirely from metal, Set comes in several
sizes with a varying number of trays, catering to
a diverse range of purposes. The design provides
an easy solution to carry, store or display a variety
of objects. The arched structure ties the whole
design together, forming a handle at the top for
convenience.

Design by Marc Thorpe
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LA MANUFACTURE
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VARIANTS AND SIZES

Small
Size: W420xD450xH1210mm

Medium
Size: W420xD450xH660mm

MARC THORPE

American architect and industrial designer Marc
Thorpe founded his namesake studio in 2010. Prior
to that, he had brilliantly completed an industrial
design programme at the University of Maryland,
before going on to earn a Master’s in architecture
with honours from New York’s Parsons School of
Design in 2004 and receiving the Alpha Rho Chi
medal for architectural leadership and professional
excellence on the same year. Thorpe is known
internationally for his innovative and dynamic
work, taking a rigorous approach to the integration
of architecture, design and hand craftsmanship.
His New York-based studio conceptualises design
while embracing process and has the resources
to produce consistent communication platforms.
These include architecture, interior design, graphic
design, furniture design, product design, retail and
exhibit design. In 2014, he received a Good Design
Award from the Chicago Athenaeum Museum of
Architecture and Design and Metropolitan arts.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Large
Size: W740xD770xH690mm

COLORS
Base:

Pad:

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Structure: Dark green, dark yellow, black, warm light grey powder coated
metal
Pad: leather

